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what makes the Universe "tick"? 
by Michael Brooks 

New Scientist / November 19, 2008 

 

Lee Smolin wants to save your time.  He is not a lifestyle guru offering handy tips on managing a 

diary, though.  He is a physicist who works at the Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics in 

Ontario, Canada.  Many of his colleagues, he says, are planning to rid the Universe of the common-

sense notion that time passes.  Smolin is having none of it. 

 

Physicists have become increasingly argumentative about what exactly time is because this is now 

being recognized as perhaps the most fundamental question of all.  For decades, they have been 

attempting to wed Quantum Mechanics (our theory of how very small things behave) to Relativity (our 

theory of how space, time, and matter interact).  This would give us the long-sought-after theory of 

Quantum Gravity that describes the entire Universe. 

 

Constructing this theory has been an uphill struggle, though, because it is unclear how time fits 

within it.  "There are very different notions of time in General Relativity and Quantum Theory," Smolin 

says.  "It's pretty clear that the nature of time is the key issue." 

 

Last month, Smolin and other theorists along with mathematicians and philosophers got together at 

the Perimeter Institute to thrash out time's problems.  So complex is the issue that everyone involved 

seems to have a different idea.  It turns out that if you want to understand time, you might need to grab 

some measurements from the Future; watch a 'Big Bang' explode at the edge of the Universe; or delve 

into the anomalies presented by the most unruly of the subatomic particles.  For some, the only solution 

is to scrap the notion of "time" altogether. 

 

Scientists have long worried about the nature of time.  At the beginning of the 18
th

 Century, Isaac 

Newton and Gottfried Leibniz argued over whether time was truly fundamental to the Universe.  Then 

Einstein came along and created more problems.  His General Theory of Relativity is responsible for our 

most counter-intuitive notions of time. 

 

General Relativity knits together space, time, and gravity.  Confounding all common sense, how 

time passes in Einstein's universe depends on what you are doing and where you are.  Clocks run faster 

when the pull of gravity is weaker.  So if you live up a skyscraper, you age ever so slightly faster than 

you would if you lived on the ground floor where Earth's gravitational tug is stronger.  "General 

Relativity completely changed our understanding of time," says Carlo Rovelli, a theoretical physicist at 

the University of the Mediterranean in Marseille, France. 
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At the other extreme is the Quantum world where time seems to be almost irrelevant.  "Quantum 

Theory doesn't really allow for measurements of time," says Aephraim Steinberg of the University of 

Toronto in Canada.  "Asking how long a particle is in a certain region of space turns out to be something 

that in Quantum Theory may have hundreds -- or an infinite number -- of different answers." 

 

This contradiction in General Relativity's and Quantum Theory's description of time is the 

fundamental sticking point for a single theory that describes the entire Universe.  How to reconcile the 2 

descriptions of time continues to stump the world's best minds.  There is no shortage of ideas, though, 

with some believing we could make better progress towards a quantum theory of gravity if we think the 

unthinkable and abolish time altogether.  "The solution of the present difficulties about time is just to 

forget about it," says Rovelli. 

 

His approach at least has the merit of simplicity.  Instead of describing how things evolve in time, 

we should describe only how physical things relate to one another, Rovelli says.  So rather than thinking 

that a pendulum oscillates with time and the hand of a clock moves in time, we would do better to 

consider the relationship between the position of the pendulum and the position of the hand. 

 

In Rovelli's scheme, a clock's hands do not point upright because the Universe says it is 12 o'clock.  

They point upright because of the location of the pendulum.  Therefore the notion of time is meaningful 

only in a small range of physical situations in the Universe such as human experience.  In most cases, 

however, time is meaningless.  "In general, there is no 'time' at all," Rovelli says. 

 

Though this approach might seem radical, many researchers share Rovelli's sentiments.  For 

example, Harvey Brown (an expert on scientific interpretations of reality from the University of 

Oxford) has argued that we "construct" time from the physical properties of the things around us. 

 

Newton and Leibniz debated this very point.  Newton portrayed space and time as existing 

independently while Rovelli and Brown share Leibniz's view that time and space exist only as properties 

of things and the relationships between them. 

 

It is still not clear who is right says John Norton, a philosopher based at the University of 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  Norton is hesitant to express it but his instinct -- and the consensus in Physics 

- seems to be that space and time exist on their own.  The trouble with this idea, though, is that it doesn't 

sit well with Relativity which describes space-time as a malleable fabric whose geometry can be 

changed by the gravity of stars, planets, and matter.  If the central property of space-time is the result of 

the existence of matter, how can we be sure that space and time exist on their own and are not 

convenient illusions?  "Hence my hesitation," Norton says. 

 

Time Keepers 

 

While Norton hesitates, Smolin is intent on rescuing time.  He believes time has to be real and that it 

is a fundamental property of the Universe.  The confusion arises because our best ideas of how the 

universe works are still incomplete, Smolin says.  He points out that our scientific experiments and 

mathematical models only ever deal with a subsection of the Universe.  Timing a boiled egg, for 

example, makes sense to us because the clock is external to the egg-boiling system.  When it comes to 

the Universe, however, you cannot place a clock outside it. 

 

Modeling the entire Universe in a single theory will therefore require a fundamentally different kind 

of model to any other because all the clocks will be contained within it.  The only answer, Smolin 

reckons, is that we have to do physics differently. 

 

http://www.physics.utoronto.ca/~aephraim/
http://users.ox.ac.uk/~brownhr/
http://www.pitt.edu/~jdnorton/jdnorton.html
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Smolin -- who has been working with Harvard University philosopher Roberto Mangabeira Unger 

on this topic -- has a feel for where he thinks we should go.  He wants to discard the idea that the laws of 

Physics have always been true and will remain true forever (New Scientist, September 23, 2006, p 30).  

"How does an eternally true law apply to a universe that began only a short time ago?" he asks. " What 

could it possibly mean to say that the laws of physics are eternally true if the Universe they apply to is 

less than 14 billion years old?" 

 

Instead, space and the laws of Physics must emerge as the Universe unfolds, he says.  The properties 

of fundamental particles and forces -- even the idea of the conservation of energy or momentum -- are 

all dependent on the state of the Universe and as such are subject to change. 

 

Evidence to back this view comes from experiments at particle smashers which can recreate the 

energy per unit volume found in the early Universe.  These have shown that interactions governed by the 

ElectroMagnetic and so-called "Weak" forces have not always been the same.  In the Universe's early 

moments, the 2 forces were rolled into one electroweak force.  Then as the Universe cooled, it split into 

the two we know today.  And it is likely -- if attempts to unite all the forces of Nature into a "Theory of 

Everything" are on the right lines -- that this is also true of the other forces in Nature including Gravity 

and the Strong force inside atomic nuclei. 

 

In other words, there is no reason why the laws of Physics could not have evolved with the only 

fundamental element being time.  "Space could be emergent; matter could be emergent; particles and 

fields can be emergent.  But I don't believe there's a fundamental description of nature without time," 

Smolin says. 

 

Roger Penrose (a mathematician at the University of Oxford) is not so sure.  He occupies a middle 

ground.  Time, he says, pops in-and-out of existence as the Universe matures. 

 

Penrose's suggestion arises from one of the most persuasive observations on time made by the 

Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann.  Boltzmann identified that the reason time has an "arrow" 

pointing from the Past to the Future lies in the Second Law of Thermodynamics,which states that the 

entropy (or disorder) of the Universe is always increasing. 

 

Boltzmann's "arrow of time" presents a conundrum because it means that the Universe must have 

started out in its most orderly state and has been getting messier ever since.  Such low-entropy states are 

very special.  For example, a pencil balanced on its point will inevitably end up lying on its side and so 

in a state of higher entropy.  So what caused the Universe's initial specialness? 

 

Penrose has a controversial answer.  He believes that the special, low-entropy state arose because 

of the initial geometry of space and time.  "It was the gravitational field that started out very special at 

the 'Big Bang'," he says. 

 

The idea is difficult to formalize, Penrose says, because General Relativity does not provide a clear 

measure of the entropy of a gravitational field.  But he believes there are good reasons to see the 

suggestion as plausible including the way that black holes and the geometry of the Universe evolve. 

 

If "time" does indeed exist, then it brings us back to the other part of the problem.  What do we do 

about the quantum side of time? 

 

This question also has a strong pedigree.  In the 1930s, the mathematical genius John von Neumann 

tried to use Boltzmann's ideas to construct a quantum arrow of time.  He failed as has everyone who has 

tried it since. 

http://www.robertounger.com/
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19125701.100-do-the-laws-of-nature-last-forever.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Biographies/Penrose.html
http://pirsa.org/08090078/
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That doesn't surprise Steinberg whose work with quantum systems has left him convinced that we 

are missing a fundamental idea of what "time" is.  To illustrate the point, Steinberg considers a 

quantum-mechanical process called "tunneling" which allows particles such as photons to burrow 

through barriers which they don't have enough energy to get over.  Steinberg asks a simple question: 

how long does the particle take to cross the barrier?  It was first asked in the 1930s.  And the answer 

remains elusive. 

 

While quantum experiments happily measure certain properties of particles (such as position, 

momentum, or spin), they do not measure how the particles mark the passage of time.  "In the standard 

formulation of Quantum Mechanics, time doesn't play the role of an 'observable' at all," Steinberg says.  

There are a variety of subtle experiments that might elicit an answer.  But so far, they all give different 

results.  Sometimes hundreds of them, Steinberg says. 

 

Another problem with quantum ideas of time is that particles such as electrons and photons are not 

bound by the same "arrow of time" that we are.  Instead, the quantum state that describes them evolves 

both forwards and backwards in time.  It is an issue that Lev Vaidman of Tel Aviv University in Israel 

thinks we have to resolve before we can build a theory of quantum gravity.  Our descriptions of the 

Universe, he says, are incomplete if we do not have information from the Future.  "The Past does not 

describe completely the present state of the world," Vaidman says.  "Results of Future measurements 

add new information about the Present." 

 

It might sound ridiculous that information from Future measurements affects the Present.  However, 

quantum researchers are learning to perform experiments with photons and electrons where the 

observations made affect the nature of their past.  Physicists call this strange phenomenon "post-

selection" and it shows how we can see the information that leaks back from the Future (New Scientist, 

30 June 2007, p 30). 

 

According to Joan Vaccaro of Griffith University in Queensland, Australia, it is exactly this kind of 

consideration that might finally give us the answer to one of the most fundamental human questions.  

Why -- when quantum particles have it both ways -- do we perceive time as running only forwards? 

 

Vaccaro reckons the key to understanding time might lie in a 40-year-old anomaly that centers on 

the time-traveling properties of particles called neutral kaons.  These long-lived particles are peculiar 

because two of their properties -- known as charge and parity -- violate an otherwise well-respected 

conservation law.  Known as CP invariance, it says that particles will look the same if you reverse their 

charge and exchange left for right, up for down.  Yet physicists have found that neutral kaons decay in 

ways that are only possible if they flout CP invariance. 

 

CP violation has a wider implication.  It means that things do not run the same for neutral kaons if 

you reverse the direction of time whereas nearly all other particles are indifferent to the direction of 

time.  In her analysis of this scenario, Vaccaro has found that a "present" quantum state of a neutral 

kaon is a billion times more similar to its future quantum state than its past quantum state.  This means 

the present state is more likely to evolve into the Future than the Past.  "The overall effect is like a 

random walk with a strong bias in one direction," Vaccaro says.  "We may sometimes step backwards.  

But on average, we are moving forwards in time." 

 

Such a violation could yield significant effects, Vaccaro reckons.  Effects like a universe that moves 

in only one direction in time.  "The Universe as a whole violates CP invariance because the neutral 

kaons it contains do," she says.  "If the Universe is more likely to be in the Future state, then so are we 

because we are part of it." 

http://pirsa.org/08090071/
http://www.tau.ac.il/~vaidman/
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19426101.300-the-flexilaws-of-physics.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19426101.300-the-flexilaws-of-physics.html
http://www.cit.gu.edu.au/~s55086/Res.html
http://pirsa.org/08090077/
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It is just an idea.  And it is hard to see how you would test it in an experiment.  But like all the 

cutting-edge ideas on "time", it shows we are learning how to approach this most baffling of tasks.  

Perhaps if we knew which direction to reach in, we would find the ultimate theory of time is only just 

beyond our fingertips. 

 

Surprisingly, there is one option that no one seems to be considering.  We have long known that 

Relativity allows travel through time.  Astronauts travelling fast enough, for example, would actually 

move into Earth's future.  So perhaps the easiest way to find the secrets of time would be to build a fast 

enough rocket and blast off to see how future generations of physicists did it. 

 

Maybe -- in an act of temporal espionage -- we could bring the answers back for Smolin and his 

colleagues to examine.  Now that really would save time! 

 

 

Readers' Comments 
 

1. by Jon Maynard / Thu Nov 20, 2008  18:48:30 GMT 

I would suggest considering that our Universe and the time associated with it are a function of a 

more fundamental time.  In effect, time might be 2-dimensional.  That would allow for the Many 

Worlds Theory where the Universe splits whenever 2 different outcomes are possible.  It also would 

allow for time-travel (or information from the Future affecting the Past) because all the possible 

futures and pasts would form a treelike structure.  One could always go to any point in one's past.  

But one could not go into one's exact future because of the indeterminacy of Future branchings. 

 

 

2. by Bruce  / Fri Nov 21, 2008  18:44:51 GMT  

That "Many Worlds" (or parallel universe) theory has always struck me as ridiculous.  Sure, 

every time that a person has a choice, a parallel universe pops up where the choice that wasn't taken 

will occur.  So if that were true, about every hour there will be 4 billion parallel universes popping 

up, because probably every human on Earth makes a choice about once an hour. 

 

How about when animals and insects make choices?  Now you would have to have billions and 

billions of parallel universes popping into existence whenever any living creature makes a choice.  

Then if there is life on other planets in this Universe, every time an alien lifeform makes a choice ... 

 

If you really think about what would be happening in such a tangle of universes, you have to 

come to the conclusion that it could not possibly happen.  Just because they did a show about it on 

Star Trek doesn't make it a viable theory of existence. 

 

 

3. by Pelotard / Fri Nov 21, 2008  22:05:41 GMT  

Good grief, no.  It's not a new universe every time someone makes a choice.  It's a new universe 

every time a quantum wavefunction collapses.  So every micro-second, a quintillion new universes 

are born just in the nail of your index finger.  Surprisingly, nobody seems to have answered where 

the mass-energy conservation laws hide as this happens.  Fortunately, all these new universes are 

completely undetectable. 

 

Seriously: the many-worlds interpretation is considerably less scientific than any religion up to 

and including the Flying Spaghetti Monster. 
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4. by Steve /Sun Nov 23, 2008  16:43:00 GMT  

Well, just a random thought.  But what if it wasn't that they pop into existence but it is one 

universe in which all states already exist and that we are simply "observers" on a single trajectory 

through a some kind of filament in quantum fluctuations oblivious to the other states around us? 

 

 

5. by Ralph Arscott / Sun Nov 30, 2008  18:52:16 GMT 

The Mass-Energy Conservation law has always struck me as strange.  It makes sense on an 

intuitive scale.  But intuition has been shown by Quantum Mechanics to be treated dubiously at best. 

 

Also, particles can "borrow" energy from the Uncertainty Principle and produce other particles 

as long as they are destroyed at some point and that energy is "returned".  This totals zero extra 

energy not breaking the Conservation of Mass-Energy law.  In the same way, perhaps universe 

branches converge into some inevitable situation (e.g., all the universes start contracting due to 

gravity and form a large black hole).  A situation where a whole universe undergoes gravitational 

collapse could well produce another universe/family of universes. 

 

 

6. by Vendicar Decarian / Sat Nov 22, 2008  00:51:04 GMT 

>Bruce: "That 'Many Worlds' (or parallel universe theory) has always struck me as 

ridiculous.  Sure, every time that a person has a choice, a parallel universe pops up where 

the choice that wasn't taken will occur." 

 

Sorry, Bruce, but you have it mostly wrong.  And you might find the situation even worse than 

you originally thought. 

 

When physicists are referring to "choice" in their subatomic world, they are referring to the 

"choices" that a particle may take.  Say like going through slit 'A' rather than going through slit 'B'. 

 

Basically, if a particle has a non-zero probability of being somewhere here, there, or elsewhere, 

those are said to be its choices.  The physicists are not referring to "conscious" choices. 

 

So the idea is not that 4 billion choices and hence universes are bring formed.  The idea is that 

10
50,000

 universes are born every microsecond. 

 

 

7. by John Mcd / Fri Nov 21, 2008  10:55:52 GMT  

When Einstein asked Godel to look at Relativity, the result was that Godel solved the field 

equations and concluded idealized spacial time. 

 

This obviously works with Relativity and would appear to allow for Quantum post selection. 

 

 

8. by John / Fri Nov 21, 2008  11:54:31 GMT 

 

"Surprisingly, there is one option that no one seems to be considering.  We have long known 

that Relativity allows travel through time.  Astronauts travelling fast enough, for example, 

would actually move into Earth's future.  So perhaps the easiest way to find the secrets of 

time would be to build a fast enough rocket and blast off to see how future generations of 
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physicists did it.  Maybe in an act of temporal espionage, we could bring the answers back 

for Smolin and his colleagues to examine.  Now that really would save time!" 

 

That is a very silly way to end a necessarily shallow but interesting article.  That method of 

travelling through time (in itself) would not allow the information from the Future to be passed back 

to the 'Present'.  Even if the other methods of time travel were used (those which allowed a 2-way 

flow of information), this would be in violation of the information paradox and would not actually 

be a shortcut to gaining the knowledge. 

 

The more I learn about time, the more it seems to be a philosophical rather than a scientific issue 

(insofar as the distinction is possible).  And it certainly seems to be a nonsense to ask about time 

"before" the Universe came into being (c.f. Smolin's reported comment) when -- if I understand his 

position correctly from the rest of your article -- he seems to consider that time is a function of the 

Universe itself. 

 

I am surprised that you did not refer to Julian Barbour's ideas on this subject which -- while I am 

unable to recall the rigor of his reasoning -- certainly provide apparently credible food for thought in 

this area. 

 

I look forward to New Scientist's continued coverage on this. 

 

 

9. by Rick / Fri Nov 21, 2008  21:01:48 GMT  

If I understand this right, the concept of "time" appears to involve things "traveling" through 

time -- Past to Future -- is much the same way that a person would travel from one town (Past) to 

another (Future).  Both towns would exist as he traveled between them even if he couldn't see them. 

 

What if only the Present actually exists and that the Past and Future don't exist?  We can never 

travel into the Past because it immediately ceases to exist as soon as it becomes the Past.  Likewise 

with the Future.  We can never travel to the Future because it does not exist until it is the Present. 

 

I'm new to this and it's probably not a very original idea.  But I'd be interested in anyone's 

comments. 

 

 

10. by Polemos / Sat Nov 22, 2008  07:02:27 GMT  

"The concept of time appears to involve 'traveling' through time." :) 

 

The correct wording is "The concept of time appears to involve "traveling" through Eternity." 

 

Eternity = space. 

 

 

11. by Mikey / Fri Nov 21, 2008  21:44:21 GMT  

Boltzmann's entropic time of (let's say) a can of beer can be stopped at a temperature of Absolute 

Zero.  The problem is the event cannot be captured because as soon as you shoot a particle at your 

"experiment", it is no longer at Absolute Zero.  A more universal time presents another problem.  

How do we get outside to look at our "experiment"? 
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Now can someone tell me does the best measured "length" of the visible Universe really equal 2 

(times) π (times) the speed-of-light (times) the best measured age of the Universe (L = 2πcT)?  Are 

we really looking at the back of our heads? 

 

 

12. by Polemos / Fri Nov 21, 2008  21:53:33 GMT  

Time = the gravitational potential of the Universe.  The Earth is located at the gravitational 

centre of the Universe where the strength of the gravitational potential is maximal while the intensity 

of the gravitational field is minimal (that is why the Earth at the heart of a giant cosmic void 

(<click> here). 

 

The strength of the gravitational potential = the organizedness of the temporal flux (we directly 

feel this flux as the flow of our Consciousness).  Therefore, the absolute gravitational center of the 

Universe (the Eschaton) is in the head of the most organized of the currently living people 

(Organisedness = Intellect x Willpower). 

 

"This End of History was to be the final manifestation of The Eschaton which McKenna 

characterized as a sort of strange attractor towards which the evolution of the Universe developed." 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novelty_theory#Precepts_of_novelty_theory ) 

 

Time = the gravitational potential of the Universe 

Space = the gravitational field of the Universe 

Gravitational potential is global (= nonlocal). 

Gravitational field is local. 

 

 

13. by Mike / Sat Nov 22, 2008  03:04:55 GMT  

Obviously "Polemos" wouldn't be able to resist putting in his/her 2 cents to an article like this.  

It's about time that he/she showed up. 

 

 

14. by Polemos / Sat Nov 22, 2008  07:20:58 GMT  

 

The physicist Bauer [Phys. Z. 19 (1918), 4] showed that simple adoption of polar coordinates -- 

instead of Euclidean ones -- creates a gravitational potential of infinite energy. 

 

(w. Paul, Theory of Relativity, Pergamon Press (1958), Section 61, pp 175-177.) 

 

It is natural to assume that this gravitational potential -- having reached some threshold intensity 

-- breaks down into microscopic fragments which loop back upon themselves and form physical 

vacuum (space) consisting of virtual Planckian black holes. 

 

Initially, these virtual Planckian black holes are randomly oriented.  Let us call this state of 

vacuum "spherically symmetric".  The spherically-symmetric vacuum is the least compact type of 

vacuum.  It is on the highest energy level (physicists call it "false vacuum"). 

 

The virtual black holes begin to recombine.  This recombination is energetically favorable and 

occurs in the form of electromagnetic waves (including De Broglie waves).  Hence, electromagnetic 

waves are irreversibly breaking the initial spherical symmetry of false vacuum. 

 

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20026821.200-is-earth-at-the-heart-of-a-giant-cosmic-void.html?full=true
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novelty_theory#Precepts_of_novelty_theory
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During the Universe's life cycle, vacuum undergoes a series of phase transitions.  Its initially 

local (=isolated from each other) virtual Planckian black holes become increasingly interconnected 

by nonlocal links-virtual Planckian wormholes.  (Paola Zizzi, http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0304032 ). 

 

After each of the phase transitions, vacuum's Penrosian objective reduction threshold rises.  

(<click> here).  The penultimate rise of the Penrosian objective reduction threshold made the 

appearance of Life possible. 

 

And now we are about to witness the ultimate phase transition of vacuum (the very fact that I am 

telling you about it testifies that the stage is set).  The Penrosian objective reduction threshold will 

rise for the last time and the whole Universe will attain coherent superposition, becoming a single 

live organism. 

 

Today, human spirit dominates over matter only within the confines of our bodies.  Tomorrow, it 

will triumph over the whole Universe. 

 

Quotations from Paola Zizzi (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paola_Zizzi ): 

 

1) "Gravity at the Planck scale is organized into branching flux tubes of area." 

 

2) "At the Planck scale, we have virtual particle-like black holes/wormholes as it was 

suggested by Wheeler (i.e., the 'quantum foam') and Hawking." 

 

3) "Finally, we argue that the intrinsic nonlocal aspect of quantum space-time at the Planck 

scale discussed in this paper might be due to virtual wormholes connecting Planckian 

black holes (pixels) as wormholes violate locality." 

 

4) "In fact, at node "0" one Euclidean Schwarzschild black hole of Planck size comes into 

existence.  And it is not virtual as it will give rise [10] to a quantum de Sitter 

spacetime."(Paola Zizzi, "Ultimate Internets" (http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0110122 )). 

 

The entropy of a vacuum is proportional to the vacuum's Planck constant.  The vacuum of a 

virtual Planckian black hole is compressed and has a lower Planck constant (relatively to the ambient 

vacuum).  The vacuum of a Planckian wormhole is rarefied (due to its high velocity of flow) and has 

a higher Planck constant, which is responsible for the wormhole nonlocality (i.e., the higher the 

Planck constant, the higher the spatial superposition). 

 

As time goes on, the number of virtual Planckian wormholes increases which "drains" the virtual 

Planckian black holes of the Universe's periphery and increases the vacuum pressure (=orderliness) 

in the Planckian black hole at the Universe's centre.  Eventually, the central Planckian black hole 

implodes which returns its interior vacuum to the initial rarefied state and resets the Universe's clock 

to Time Zero.  Our universe is the central (nonvirtual) Planckian black hole of the larger-scale 

Universe (which is identical to ours). 

 

 

15. by Michael Rhodes / Sat Nov 22, 2008  00:27:02 GMT  

It's not the Universe that's locked in an arrow.  It's our cognition that's tied to an arrow. 

 

 

16. by M Start / Sat Nov 29, 2008 16:14:07 GMT  

http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0304032
http://www.quantumconsciousness.org/penrose-hameroff/quantumcomputation.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paola_Zizzi
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0110122
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I agree.  I think that the flow of time is a byproduct of Consciousness due to our being a 3-

dimensional entity in a 4-dimensional universe.  We dissect the Universe along the time axis. 

 

 

17. by Ricky / Sat Nov 22, 2008  03:42:45 GMT  

If you could remove everything from the Universe that constitutes energy and matter, you would 

no longer have space or time.  The 2 concepts would become irrelevant.  Space and Time are by-

product of Energy and Matter. 

 

 

18. by Db Cooper / Sat Nov 22, 2008  06:35:54 GMT  

Many of the Gut theories have complex dimensions (i.e., SQRT(i) components to each 

dimension).  So if we have 3 spacially large dimensions, we must also have 3 large time dimensions.  

We simply are tracing out a one dimensional path thru "spacetimes" at the speed of light or time, 

giving the impression of 1-dimensional time. 

 

So we are all time travelers.  We only observe electromagnetic interactions with aligned co-

travelers.  Anything else looks like dark matter.  Quantum rules insure consistency with all 

directions in time, the unseen time directions producing apparent quantum probability effects to our 

limited visibility 1-dimensional path.  Should we eventually learn to steer our paths in time, nothing 

unusual will occur in the way of time-travel paradoxes since we are always being interacted with 

along the path to conform to quantum consistency rules just like we are presently on our Present 

trajectories into our Future(s). 

 

Now, could we have an article with some real explanation of supersymmetry transforms (not the 

usual group theory mumbo jumbo, but some visual geometric calculations of the incremental 

deformations of an object being transformed)?  Since two SSym transforms produce a displacement, 

there must be an analogous SSym time transform that produces time displacements.  Then we can 

finally figure out how to steer the boat. 

 

 

19. by Ivor Clark / Sat Nov 22, 2008  20:32:22 GMT  

I have 2 views on this topic. 

 

One: "Time" started for me with my first recallable childhood memories.  Everything else before 

then is just a story or history that I have been told or learned about and to which I use my 

imagination to wonder what life was like before "that time".  Also "Time" for me will end (I assume) 

when I die. 

 

Secondly: I like Feymann's idea about the "arrow of time" being our interpretation of 

probabilities.  That events can occur with either direction of time and time is simply the observation 

of change.  We remember the Past; we observe the Present; but we cannot see the Future ( though we 

like to make predictions which are all based on probability) unless of course mediums, soothsayers, 

prophets etc. know something we don't! 

 

I also like the idea that photons must be traveling with no time passing in their frame of 

reference.  To them, the Big Bang (Big Start!) just happened behind them and the Big Crunch (Big 

End!) is just ahead!.  Photons can have eternal life that to them is over in an instant.  We on the other 

have a life that lasts maybe 70-80 Earth-Sun orbits if we are lucky, yet yearn for eternal life! 
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Oh, and what happens to Time at Absolute Zero?  If there is no motion at this temp, does time 

"stand still" also? 

 

 

20. by Martin / Sat Nov 22, 2008  21:57:27 GMT  

What a ridiculous read!  At least I had a good time and a few laughs while reading it. 

 

Wow!  Great work, dear physicists.  It took you some time to realize that TIME IS NOT A 

REAL ENTITY AND ONLY A CONCEPT made of us, just to make our lives simpler and easier.  

Things just happen one after another and time is nothing but a concept!  I guess Einstein would be 

pretty sad if he knew how he wasted his time on a far-fetched and not true idea. 

 

 

21. by Russ Otter / Sun Nov 23, 2008  11:33:38 GMT  

Time/Infinity are synonymous.  If something exists, they exist to the observer.  If nothing exists 

(save quantum flux), then the non-locality of entanglement nullifies time and space.  These are 

infinites that may elude a mathematical finite definition.  However, we can use them.  The universe 

of the Big Bang may be just one of trillions as the Universe with a Capital "U" trumps us all as iIt is 

infinite, and we and our interpretation tools are finite.  Never the twain shall meet.  It is an 

oxymoron.  A paragonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s conundrum. 

 

But we can come to know what you have shared in your article: that  Thermodynamics and other 

indoctrinations may be more dynamic than static.  Physics is insatiable, and the face of knowledge 

and truth.  It is dynamic as well as a fixed-proof.  In simple terms, you may think my following 

position violates the thermodynamic entropy theology that we have all been indoctrinated with. 

 

By the way I consider thermodynamic science more a theology and manifest scotoma in our 

lexicon rather than a fact.  In my own humble opinion, Physics is incalculable.  And to rely on 

definitions is to limit Physics or existence itself.  Neither have limits.  Therefore in my puny 

assumptive world Ã¢â‚¬â�œ Physics is forever a living definition as well as a fixed proof.  Much as 

"Infinity is both sides of the same coin" or at once.  Therefore, I would argue thermodynamic 

entropy is relative for Ã¢â‚¬Å“likeÃ¢â‚¬Â� for Ã¢â‚¬Å“likeÃ¢â‚¬Â� kinetic actions: which will 

diminish Ã¢â‚¬Å“forceÃ¢â‚¬Â• as it today properly outlines. 

 

However, if you change the Ã¢â‚¬Å“Like for LikeÃ¢â‚¬Â• concepts when generating energy, 

you change the rules by which Ã¢â‚¬Å“thermodynamic entropyÃ¢â‚¬Â• was developed.  In other 

words, if you use 2 dimensions to generate kinetic energy, complemented in equal response to 1 

dimension, generating its own energy.  You alter (augment) the output energy produces.  Hence the 

Ã¢â‚¬Å“like for likeÃ¢â‚¬Â• action = reaction is modified and the results are not like for like.  

Ã¢â‚¬Å“Action can multiply Reaction.Ã¢â‚¬Â•  This provides for a gear ratio that augments 

energy output using natural forces as well as other forces (fossil fuels too.) 

 

I have some experiments that I would like to set up.  But I need the language of mathematics and 

some physics (electronics) personnel to work with.  If anyone is interested, please contact me. 

 

Thanks, Russ Otter  russ@otterworks.com 

 

 

22. by Luis Modesto / Sun Nov 23, 2008  20:56:22 GMT  

I'm just a layman and I don't begin to understand Quantum Theory.  But from what I've read. The 

Quanta piratical exists in our past. 
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Let me explain.  If I take a ball and move it an inch, the energy needed to move the ball existed 

before the individual quanta within the ball experienced the move.  We are effect living in the Future 

to any quantum event. 

 

What if I moved the ball a mile?  It's an enormous distance to that quanta.  Like moving a planet 

to the other side of the Universe.  And it's done almost instantaneously!  The quanta has to have a 

mechanism to "jump" forward -- I assume -- by using quantum fluctuations.  The neutral kaons see 

where to go and relays that info to the other particles.  It's a feedback loop for knowing where to go 

next. 

 

 

23. by Henry Harris / Sun Nov 23, 2008  21:34:34 GMT  

 

A fundamental principle of Physics says that the physical world lies outside and is independent 

of the observer.  The sensation of cold, for example, is our perception of the motion of molecules 

and that motion is independent of our observation.  If we were in a spaceship traveling close to the 

speed-of-light, our perception of time would change.  But it would be the local time that changes -- 

not our perception.  Right?  It's the clocks that change and we are merely observers that watch them 

change. 

 

Or do we have that wrong.  Isn't it more likely that the perception of time is a function of how 

our cognitive brain measures it?  Can we really separate the measuring instrument from the 

phenomenon?  It's not true for any other measuring instrument.  We always have to take into account 

how the thing being measured affects the instrument doing the measurement. 

 

I would propose, then, that time as we perceive it is purely an artifact of the chemical processes 

in the brain -- an illusion evolved to make cognition possible.  If this is true, then there's an easy way 

to test for it.  The processes that allow cognition in the brain can't be perfect.  Every now and then, a 

false memory might be generated by an event slipping in from the Future.  Of course, these kinds of 

things have been reported.  But we deny them because it violates our belief of what "time is".  

Maybe it's time to rethink our beliefs. 

 

 

24. by Declan / Sun Nov 23, 2008  22:35:50 GMT  

It may be the case that there is not anything that has an objective reality including time.  The best 

that can be stated are sets of co-arising conditions.  Under one set of conditions, time will be said to 

be this.  And under another, it will be said to be that, even not. 

 

It may also be the case that the only thing that can be truly said to exist is not a thing such as 

"time".  Rather it is that which cannot be stated.  A hint at what this be is that behind all searches is 

the ability to ask a question.  And in order to ask a question, one needs to be awake. 

 

 

25. by Guimo / Mon Nov 24, 2008  00:25:51 GMT  

I'm no physicist.  But I think time is a measure inherent to Physics relative to the entropy and we 

won't be able to remove it from computations.  I think the right way to do this is to stop thinking in 

"time" as a main value but maybe as a flexible one which depends on a system entropy.  Something 

like:  decay = d(Entropy) / d(Time) 
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Now, if we start thinking that there may be areas or conditions where the entropic decay is faster 

and others where the entropic decay is slower, then that may help.  In fact, I can only think about a 

relation speed/entropy should be the right way to describe the phenomenon.  Something like: 

 

"The system decay (entropy change over time) is inversely proportional to the system speed."  Or 

set as a formula: 

 

decay = k / speed  where k may be a constant (not sure which value exactly). 

 

That way, a system at the speed-of-light would have a decay of almost zero meaning that for any 

external viewer the time (as it is inverse to decay) has stopped for that system while for any person 

inside the system everything would work as usual.  A person stepping out of the light-speed would 

show minimal aging.  But external viewers would have been affected by their own decay. 

 

Black holes could also be explained.  These are areas with maximum relative disorder (relative 

on its surrounding area).  May be explained just by making a high decay area.  That would mean that 

area would have a really slooooooww overall speed meanin -- something getting closer to the event 

horizon would start moving slower and slower... Even light... 

 

For an observer entering this area, their own decay will go as usual.  They will live their usual 

lives and die on time.  But for an external observer the system falling there will disappear because in 

this case, the decay has gone to maximum speed destroying the object immediately. 

 

Again, I'm not physicist.  You can flame me at any time.  This theory is just as good as any other.  

Luck! 

 

 

26. by Guimo / Mon Nov 24, 2008  00:44:18 GMT  

Variable Time:  http://Http://www.johnkharms.com/time-entropy.htm 

 

 

27. by Michael Spears / Mon Nov 24, 2008  05:31:31 GMT  

OK, this is the problem with Relativity... 

 

According to Einstein, when light leaves a large body of mass (like the Earth, for example), light 

loses energy.  This causes things to appear to take longer to happen closer to the surface of large 

bodies of mass.  This idea was tested and confirmed in 1962 when 2 very accurate clocks were 

placed at the top and the bottom of a water tower.  The clock at the top moved faster than the clock 

at the bottom.  Gravitational red shift has also been experimentally confirmed in the decades since. 

 

If you draw a diagram of what is happening in this experiment, the truth becomes apparent.  If 

you draw a diagram of a light wave leaving a large body of mass (like the Earth) and losing energy, 

so drawing a wave with the wavelength increasing.  Then write "time faster" at the longer 

wavelength end and "time slower" at the shorter wavelength end.  It really is quite obvious what is 

really happening. 

 

Light does not "lose energy" as it leaves the Earth's surface due to gravity.  Light actually 

accelerates and "the speed of time" increases.  What is "time"? Time is representative of the ease 

with which mass and energy move through space.  If time is faster, clocks work faster, our brains 

work faster, chemical reactions happen faster, rivers flow faster, flora and fauna age faster.  Would it 

not follow that light also moves faster? 

http://http/www.johnkharms.com/time-entropy.htm
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If time is faster, everything moves more easily through space.  Light speed only appears constant 

because time has changed proportionally.  i.e., if light speed travels a constant 3x10
8
 m/s but a 

second becomes shorter, then the light must move faster to cover the same amount of ground in a 

shorter second as it does in a longer second.  The only way a change in the speed-of-light is 

noticeable is by the resulting red/blue shift. 

 

Light does not actually lose energy due to Gravity.  Actually the First Law of Thermodynamics 

is obeyed. Since light accelerates as time becomes faster, the wavelength increases but the frequency 

remains constant.  Frequency only appears to change because time has changed.  A "second" has 

become a shorter period of time than before. 

 

I could go on, but I have a file which explains much more clearly about this little problem with 

Relativity.  Just email me if you want a copy.  If you follow through with the implications, dark 

matter and dark energy can be explained away while still explaining how Einstein's equations work 

so well in the study of the Solar System. 

 

Just quickly … time is faster on the outskirts of galaxies.  Therefore the stars move more easily 

through space.  But when studying the Solar System, we measure the distance to other planets using 

EMR.  But if the speed-of-light is not constant, then those measurements are incorrect.  Pluto, for 

example, is actually further away and moving faster than is presently believed (since light 

accelerates as it travels towards the outskirts of the Solar System).  For a better explanation, please 

contact me. 

 

Back to the thought experiment …  What would happen according to my idea is that when the 

EMR signal passes by Dave (who lives on the outskirts of the solar system and for whom time 

moves twice as quickly as for Michael) when the EMR signal passes by Dave there is a red shift, the 

EMR signal's wavelength has doubled because it has accelerated away from Michael's position near 

the black hole at the centre of the Solar System. 

 

As the EMR continues to travel to the extra-solar planet, it continues to accelerate as the 

gravitational field strength increases but slows as it approaches the extra-solar planet, bounces off 

the planet, returns to Dave first after 10 years have passed for him, he contacts Michael when he 

receives the signal.  The EMR signal then reaches Michael about the same time he receives the 

message from Dave after 20 years have passed for Michael. 

 

The men decide that this is no way to measure how far away an extra-solar planet is because 

according to Michael, the time taken for the signal to return is twice the time taken according to 

Dave's measurements.  Dave contends that the planet is 5 light-years away while Michael contends 

that it is 10 light-years away. 

 

-- Michael Spears  Serious_spears@yahoo.com.au 

 

PS: I didn't explain why time is different in different gravitational fields.  All you have to do is ask. 

 

 

28. by Polemos / Mon Nov 24, 2008  08:33:56 GMT  

Re; Micahel's "thought experiment": the frequency of a light beam is inversely proportional to 

the Planck constant which is inversely proportional to the gravitational potential.  The gravitational 

potential is higher near the Earth's surface compared with higher altitudes.  Therefore, a light beam 
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emitted from the Earth's surface into outer space will lose its frequency (because the Planck constant 

is higher at higher altitudes). 

 

 

29. by Zephir / Tue Nov 25, 2008  13:06:41 GMT  

 

>Michael Spears: "Light does not 'lose energy'.  Light actually accelerates and 'the speed of 

time' increases" 

 

Personally, I consider such interpretation a quite symmetric to "space-time dilatation" or "losing 

of energy" (i.e., the "tired light" concept) and no new prediction should follow from it.  By AWT, 

every massive object is surrounded by density gradient which appears like gravity lens or refracting 

blob from outside.  (<click> here) 

 

When observing such deformed blob from inside, the speed-of-light remains constant and space-

time deforms and whole effect can be interpreted as a Relativity phenomena while from outside,  the 

light speed will change, thus violating a Lorentz symmetry.  From this follows the Einstein's 

Relativity was proven by Quantum Mechanic phenomena at its very beginning.  Which is somewhat 

funny because Einstein was known as one of main conceptual opponents of QM. 

 

 

30. by Mark / Tue Nov 25, 2008  04:20:35 GMT  

I can't help but wonder whether different interpretations of Quantum Mechanics might shed 

some light on the problem.  For example, the Bohmian interpretation appears to restore determinism 

to the quantum realm.  One wonders whether this might have some interesting things to say about 

nailing down time in quantum systems. 

 

Also: 

 

"Another problem with quantum ideas of time is that particles such as electrons and photons 

are not bound by the same arrow of time that we are.  Instead, the quantum state that 

describes them evolves both forwards and backwards in time." 

 

Richard Feynman said some interesting things about this property with his Transactional 

Interpretation of QM (I think this might have been before his Path Integral approach). 

 

 

31. by Zephir / Tue Nov 25, 2008  12:06:26 GMT  

By AWT, every space-time is formed by mass/energy density gradient of hypothetical particle 

environment.  When such gradient is sufficiently flat, we can compare it to the water surface which 

is behaving like very local space-time, serving for surface wave spreading.  (<click> here) 

 

After then, the space dimension(s) are the direction(s) parallel to surface while the time 

dimension is the remaining one (normal to space dimensions and water surface).  This definition of 

time explains why the time dimension is always oriented (i.e., it exhibits so-called "arrow") while 

the spatial dimension(s) is/are not. 

 

In connection with Aether foam concept, it enables to explain the 2-time dimensional character 

of our space-time and the formation of many time dimensions at the Planck and cosmological scale 

and many other connections (for example, the Hamiltonian flow character of the mater motion along 

geodesics). 

http://http/superstruny.aspweb.cz/images/fyzika/aether/light_gravity.gif
http://http/aetherwavetheory.blogspot.com/2008/09/aether-and-definition-of-time.html
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This definition of time is interesting.  By fact, it was deleted at least 10 times from different 

discussions and forums during last 2 years (albeit it's quite fundamental one). Most of people are 

apparently mentally incompatible with this way of thinking. 

 

 

32. by David Winckle / Fri Nov 28, 2008  08:13:10 GMT  

There is no such thing as "time" as we see it only as a continuity from the Past through to the 

Future.  If we remove ourselves from the planet and exist in space hypothetically, then to find out a 

problem we must turn to mathematics to make a stop/start calculation.  Without math, we do not see 

anything. 

 

Light does not travel.  It is there all the time waiting to be activated. 

 

 

33. by Lori / Sat Nov 29, 2008  03:54:00 GMT  

Time is also relative.  Add it to the equation as such. 

 

 

34. by Julia Set And Jean Reve / Sun Nov 30, 2008  00:32:28 GMT  

(If this letter is too long, kindly jump to the conclusion of its last paragraph below.) 

 

The well-known slit experiment in Physics reveals that a photon sometimes behaves like a 

particle and sometimes like a wave.  As a wave, it is pure energy without any material substrate and 

is best described by a mathematical function.  As a mathematical function, it is physically nowhere 

in particular.  It even has various probabilities of being at several places at once.  It is "nowhere" and 

"everywhere" at the same time -- a non-intuitive property we can label "spaceless".  Since it is 

moving at the speed-of-light, it does not experience time (i.e., time stops at the speed-of-light) and is 

also "timeless".  When we physically observe this timeless and spaceless photon, its wave function 

collapses.  The photon then returns to concrete reality and behaves like a particle again.  The 

particle-wave duality of matter still confuses many. 

 

The more recent split experiments to measure quantum entanglement confirm what Einstein 

called "spukhafte Fernwirkung" -- the "spooky action at a distance" experienced by a pair of 

particles of opposite properties (such as spin or charge).  When one of the pair is measured, the 

probability function collapses and the indeterminate property of each particle is automatically 

determined even if the pair is spatially separated by any distance.  The effect is not only faster than 

the speed-of-light; it is also instantaneous.  Again, the particles are timeless and spaceless until 

someone or something makes a measurement and forces them to reintegrate the concrete world.  

Similarly, quantum tunneling of photons is no problem when we acknowledge that photons are 

timeless and spaceless before the final measurements. 

 

In summary, the quantum world of subatomic particles (quarks, leptons, and bosons) is timeless 

and spaceless.  Quantum particles do not experience time and distance.  But when they aggregate 

together, they make up matter (i.e., classical, Macroscopic matter as we know it) and then things 

change. 

 

As soon as matter appears anywhere, the distance between its parts determines space and the 

movement of these parts relative to one another determines time.  Without matter, there is no space.  

Without movement, no time.  Space-time is thus a property of matter, dependent on the relationship 

between its parts.  It follows from this that space is not infinite, time is not eternal, and 
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measurements of distances and of time periods will take different values depending on an observer's 

position and speed.  Space-time is relative as we already know. 

 

To reconcile Quantum Theory and Gravity, there is no need to deny the existence of time in the 

Macroscopic Universe or impose it to quantum particles.  We simply need to acknowledge 

timelessness in the Quantum realm and space-time in the Macroscopic world, just as we 

acknowledge consciousness in chess players and a chessboard for chess pieces. 
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